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I I tlTRODUCTI ON 
I by 
I 
I L. F. Guseman, Jr. 
I 
i 
The organizational meeting for the NASA Fundamental Research Program in 
i 
·Mathematical Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis" (MPRIA) was held at the 
I I 
NASA/Johnson Space Center in August, 1982. At this meeting each of the fifteen 
I ' 
I principal invest1gators briefly outlined the g~als of their particular proposed 
I : 
research efforts. Most of the efforts (those outside NASA) had just been 
i i 
funded (July 16, 1982), and investigations were just getting underway. 
, , 
, 
In order to gain a better understanding of and stimulate discussions 
, 
between the',ndividual ~esearch efforts, it was decided to conduct two techni" 
I 
cal workshops at Texas A&M Univers1ty about six months into the program. The 
I 
first workshop was held,January 27"28, 1983 and consisted of investigators from 
I 
the "Mathematics/Statistics" areas. The second workshop was held February 3-4, 
I I 
1983 and consisted of lnvestlgators from the "Pattern Recognition" areas. 
I ! 
Each of the workshops was conducted in an informal manner. Most of the I I 
time was sp'ent 1n lively technical discussions about each of the research 
I I 
efforts. ~dditional time was spent discussing the availability of data sets. 
, ! 
Dr. R. P. Heydorn announced the availability of a data tape that has been com-
I I 
piled for Jse by the research teams. Details concerning the content and format 
1 J 
of the tape are dlscussed in the document ent1tled "Fundamental Research Data 
I i Base" appearing in the,Appendlx of these proceedings. 
I I 
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NASA/MPRIA WORKSHOP!·-~itiSTAT 
Texas A&M University 
January 27-28, 1983 
Room 510, Rudder Tower 
3 
Thursday, January 27: 
8:00 - 8:30 
8:30 - 9:00 
9:00 - 10:15 
Coffee and donuts 
Overview: Fundamental Research Program 
R. P. Heydorn, NASA/JSC 
Estimating Proportions of Materials Using Mixture 
Models 
R. P. Heydorn and R. Basu, NASA/JSC 
10:15 - 10:30 Break 
10:30 - 11:45 
11:45 - 1:00 
1:00 - 2:15 
2:15 - 2:30 
2:30 - 3:45 
3:45 - 4:00 
4:00 - 5:15 
Friday, January 28 
8:00 - 8:30 
8:30 - 9:45 
9:45 - 10:15 
Some 3-D Density Estimates 
David SCJtt, Rice University 
Lunch 
Random Field Models for Use in Scene Segmentation 
Manouher Naraghi, JPL 
Break 
FUN.STAT and Statistical Image Representations 
Emanuel Parzen, H. B. Smith and H. J. Newton, TANU 
Break 
A Minimax Approach to Spatial Estimation Using 
Affinity r~atrices 
Carl Morris, UT Austin 
Coffee and Donuts 
Covariance Hypotheses for LANDSAT Data 
Charles Peters and H. P. Decell, Jr., University of 
Houston 
Break 
fRC:CC:).;ii~~ r'f.t.E 8:..A:~K NOT fiLMED 
,----", -_ - ~l 
4 
10:15 - 11:30 
11 :30 - 1 :00 
1:00 - 2:15 
2:15 - 4:00 
NASA/MPRIA WORKSHOP: HATH/STAT cont. 
A Hypothesis Test for the Rank of a Linear Minimum 
Suffic~ent Statistic 
Richard Redner, University of Tulsa 
Lunch 
An Adaptive Technique for Fitting LANDSAT Data 
Larry Schumaker and L. F. Guseman. Jr .• TAHU 
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I~ N83 23066 
ESTIMATING PROPORTIONS OF MATERIALS USING MIXTURE HODELS 
1.0 INTRODUv~ION 
1l1chard P. Ileydorn and Rekha Basu 
t~A Johnson Space Center 
Houston, Texas 
Let F • {ft ; Cc RN} be a family of probability density functions and 
let G be a distribution function on RN. For the given G we define a 
mixture density h as 
h • I fCdG(t) (1) 
7 
Since 8'1 the members of F are used in this definition, it makes sense 
to say tho, r defines a ~pping, say t, from the set of all G-
distributions, say G, to the set of all induced ~-densities; say H. 
If FiG + H is one-to-one and onto then we say that H is identifiable. 
This formula ion is ess~ntially due to Teicher (1). Thus, identifia-
bility implies that, for a given mixture density h. a knowledge of the 
family F \ill allow us to uniquely determine G. This has practical 
implications for estimat1~g the proportion of a material cl3ss on the 
ground using remotely sensed observations of that material. To illus-
trate the point, we offer the following example. 
Suppose we are given spectral measurements, x, of points (pixels) on 
the ground which have been obtained from 3 satellite-multispectral 
scanner syst~m. We i~agine that these x's are observations on some 
PRECEDlI~G PM:':"" £1 n'll' 
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rando= variable X distributed according to density h. Suppose that 
through experimentation we have found that a given material class on 
the ground gives rise to measurements that are normally distrit :ed as 
NC·;p.o) but that 'the means ~. and variances change from region-to-~egion 
Gr from year-to-year. We know that in a given region there is a finite 
, 
number of material classes, and that these classes can be described by 
members of a normal family; however, tt.e means and variances are unknown. , 
The mixture model that applies to this case is 
'
I H 1 -(1/2)(x-~j)2/(oj) 
hex) - 1: ). .J2;";l; e j (2) I j-l : j 2wo J 
I I 
where, in this example G assigns a point probability Aj to the points 
(Pj. ,OJ)' j-l,2,' •••• H. This is an example of a fintte mixture model. 
Since, the M material classes are associated with the parameters (lIj' OJ)' 
I j-I.2 •••• ,~, Aj can be consider~d as the a-priori probability of ob-
I 
8erv~ng t~e j-th ,class or Aj is the proportion of the j-th class present 
in the given region. The primary aim is to determine the Aj-values 
I ' 
but ~o do that one has to estimate M. Uj. OJ. j-l.2, •••• H. Studies 
within the A~RISTARS program suggest that a multivariate version or the 
I 
mode1 given in equation (2) fits reasonably well to agricultural data. 
I 
c.f.~ Lennington'et a1. (2) as well as to data (rom national vegetative 
I ' 
classes. In those studies maximum likelihood estimation methods were 
I 
used I to estimate the Aj's. the means. and the covariances. The nUNber 
, I 
I 
of classes. M. was determined by applyin~ a heuristically derived 
I ' r 
algorithm. 
I 
There is yet another point to be made about the use of a mixture model 
, i 
for ~his application. 
i 
Given a sequence of unlabeled observations 
xl.x2 ••••• the 
i 
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OF POOR QUALI"iY 
class name to a given ~j-value. Thus, there i8 a labeling problem 
associated with the use of the mixture model. 
9 
Two possible approaches to this problem a:e sugge~ted. If one can ob-
tain a random sample of labeled observations, then it would ~ possible 
to consider approaches aim~d at testing the hypothesis. 
-Aj belongs to material class k" for combinations of k and j. Since 
ground enua:eration methods are often required to obtain labeled observa-
tions, at least for forei~n applications, this approach may be infeasible. 
Another approach to the problem is to use observations on some auxiliary 
random variable to predict the me~n behavior of the x-observations. 
Thus, one might attempt to ~se ~he auxiliary variable to predict the 
mean for the class of interest, and then ~rom equation (2) associate the 
~j which is closest to that prediction. If y is the auxiliary rand~m 
variable, then a better approach might be to consider the bivar~D~~ 
mixture model 
H 
h(x,y) - t Aj f~ (x,y) 
j-l j 
Knowing f~ , one can determine the regressior. function values 
j 
E~ (Xly - y) - J xf~ (xly)dx, j j j.l,2, •••• H 
For the class of interest, it is often p~~sible to establish the regr~s­
sian function. S3Y El(Xly), having historical observations on X an~ Y 
from areas similar to the one being observed. Thea pickin~ a ~j that 
Is associ~ted with the class of interest is done bv matching the regres-











2.0 STUDY OBJECTIVES 
We iotend to pursue studies which are aimed at developing an approach 
to proportion estimation based on the notion of a mixture ~odel. 
Specific obj~ctives are to: 
s) select appropriate parametric forms for a mixture model that appears 
,0 fit o~served remotely sensed data. 
b) develop methods for estimating the parameters io these models. 
c) develop meth~Js for label!rg proportion determination from the mix-
ture mode). 
and 8S a pO~8ible fourth objective 
d) e~;lore methods which use the mixture model estimates as auxiliary 
variu~le values in some proportion estimation scheme. 
Th1~ latter objective admits the possibility that the ~j-determinations 
may be only ~ough approximations to actual proportio~. but are neverthe-
less useful as part of some other estimation scheme. 
We have begun our studie~ by working on objective b) using the normal 
model form of equation (2). Our main purpose in mind is to develop 
methods for estimating M. since. in our opinion~ least is known about 
estimating this parameter compared to the ~j-values. the means. and 
the covaria'lces. Interestingly. the approach we are pursuing also 
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11 
l.O Szego's Solution to the TrJgonometric Moment Problem -- Th~ Case 
of Equal ~nd Known Variances 
I 
Consider a simple version of the mixture mode! in equa~ion (2) 1n which 
I 











I Cl)2al /2 K iWPj 
D(w) ,. e H(w) - E Aj e 
t ! j-l 
~1veri the w-valu~s "'it - Js. and I Wo letting dk - ~(~) we have a repre-
sentation n! the complex numbers dk 8S 
I 
j M ' 
Idk - E Aj{eiPj)k. I j-l I k-l.2 ••••• n (3) 
Carathecdory proved that given the complex numbera dl.d2 ••••• dn wh~r~ 
! 
dk#O, for some k.: t~ere exists an integer ~. l<M<n. and constant3 Aj ei~) 
such: that Aj>O a~d Pj#Pl. l~j. and the representation ,f equation (3) 
I holds and is uni~ue. The problem of determ1D'ng M. Aj. llj. j-l ••••• K 
I given the complex numberd dk. knl.2 ••••• n is called the trigo~ometrt~ mUI~e~t 
I I 
problem. Notice' that the uniquene~s of the representation is 8 cousequ:nce \ I 
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OF POOR QUAliTY 
The piont of interest for this Gtudy is the proof of the Caratheodory 
Theorem 8S give'l in Grellander and Szego (3), since the proof gives a 
aethod for det~rmining M and Uj, j-l,2,.,.,M. To the best of our 
knowledge tte proof is due to Szego. We now sketch some of the ideas 
of the proof which will be of interest co us. 
Civen the complex numbers dk we construct the Hernit1an matrix 
(~-1 d1 d2 • • • • • d. ) D" 1 d1 • • . . . dn-1 
• • • 
d-n • • • • • • 1 
where d_k - 4k; i.e., the complex conjugate of dk • 
For the representation in equation (3) D can be expressed 8S 
H 
1>.. I ).j 
j-1 
1 
-lUj /w e 0 
-nillj /w 
e 0 
nhlch can be written as: 
il1j /w e 0 
1 
2iuj /w c 0 
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Thus» is a 
, 
linear combination of H r.··~ 1 matrices and 80 its rack 


























o - !t ). j-l j 
I 
• Since U is n (n+1)x(n+1) mac.r1x of rank less than or equal to n it must 
I 
have at le.lst one zero eigehvalue. Thus. it must be tha; the complex 
polynomial 
I 
I M I 
P(Z);' - t u" z" 
I "-0 I 
(assuming Aj>O. j-l.2 •••• H) has roots 
I , 
I I 
















The rort9 of the!complex polynomial P(Z) lead to the means in our 
normal mixture I model. 
I 
In passi6~ ~e remark: that in the otudy of time series Pisarenko (4) 
Refinements of the approach have also been 
I ' 
applied $zegu's approach. 
I 
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OF POOP. QUALITY 
4.0 The Case of Unknown and Unequal Variances 
The above appto&ch makes use of the following fact about Fourier trans-
forms. If r.('+Y) is a translate of g and g has the Fourier transform 
• 
C(w) then the Fourier transform of its t~an81ate is C(w)·eetJy. Hence 
the above approach attempts to find the number of translations and 
their amounts; ~ut, to do that, h must be transformed so that only the 
translates are retained in the Fourier transform. 
We pursue this general approach in considering the problem of unknown 
and unequal variances. We shall only sketch the main ideas of our 
approach. 
For convenience, we aSSUme that f: xh(x)dx • 0 and define the 




f 1, x c (-b, b ) 
~ 0, x t (-b,b) 
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1 
or If w l~t 
Oml.lNl\l rl\~2 tS 
or l-'OCH (~UALIT" 
w. u" that hb is II lIh;turo of the trftnttlllLeII of rbj and 'bj which are 
trunc.t~d fUnction •• 
To rl'tdn only th" "tundation informAtion" we "U1 lUke us. of t,l$ 
Shannon SamplinR Thl'orl'lI • 
TlIEORF.H (Sh. 'lnon ) 
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this transform as 




: -I Let l(w) ~ t kC oln(2aw -k) If 
" 
: k- It 2a w - k • 
I It ckl < ;' It kCkl <. tben!!: t(.) • O. 
I The Shannon Sampling The~rem plus the above lemma suggests 
; contains just the translation information for large values 
I I ttican be shown that this is the case. The main result is 
I ln
l 















> 0 and 6 t j are real for j-l.2, ••• ,M, t-l,2,3,4. I 
Let 

























B • V(w_l), 
V(w-n). 
OFUG!NAL I'/~C~ rs 
OF Pc)O;-? Q'JAUlY 
V(lIIl) , • • · , V(wn) 
V(wo)' • • • , V(Wn-l) 
• • 
e • 
. • • • • • • • , 
17 
has rank 4li ptovided the constants 6tj are distinct. Moreover, B + (ll)" 
1s Hermitian of rank 4M (where "-" denotes conjugate of end "0" denote. 
transpose of). 
Thus our approach is to build a Hermitian matrix from 2iwHb(w), a. 1n 
the above theorem, let N get large. and apply Szego method to compute 
H and the means. 
s.o Possible Extensions and Comments 
In the proceeding approach h can be writt~n as the convolution 
H • 
h(x) - t ).j J 
j-l -
where aj + 62 • oj. The first term in the integrand represents 
~hc "exponential decay" part of the mixture ~nd the second the transla-
tion part. Our approach required tt.i\t we eseentially el1m1nat~ the con-
tribution of the first term and preserve the contribution of the second. 
I' I 
To do this, we made usc of the exponenti~l characteristics of the first 
term and the pure translaticn part of th' second term. Thus, it would 
appear that representations that depend only on theBe two properties 
could also be approached by the above mottlod. In particular one could 
consider a representation of the form 
I 
H ., 
h(x) - t ). j J 
j-l -
1 -(l/2)(x-y)2/(02 j ) J21foj e 
!ye-'(Y-lJj), y>lJj 0, otherwise 
gj (Y-lJj )dy 
----.--, .... ---· .... ·'7!-'1~....,---------.-.".--.--... ~ ...... "'="-~~.·t i • ... ""r,. _"i:.,. " '1 
18 
.. ---._-.- --" .. -cll' 
wbich would give skewed components in the mixture. 
Finally, we recognize that the methods considered are moat easily 
executed in one ~imension. To handle the ~ultidimensional problem, it 
may be possible to: 
.) tbrough transformations, develop vector valued random variables 
tbat have independent components. Then h could be considered as a 
product of marginal distributions. 
b) consider conditional mixtures. That is consider c.g. h (xly) and 
.olve the mixture problem for several fixed values of y. 
c) treat only the marginal distributions and consider cases where this 
approach provides at least a good estimate of H. For such an 
approach one may be able to conGid~r projections of the measurements 
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Segment Ground Truth Direct Proportion 
Number Pro~rtlon (\) Estimate U' 
; 1544 26.81 26.40 
11394 41.48 39.S7 
I 
1 1650 13.73 10.70 
11920 15.99 
13.B8 
1 1636 50.16 50.42 
11663 53.98 53.42 ! 1676 7.06 0.0 
1566 37.32 28.32"-
! 1899 67.51 59.03 .,... 
\1825 34.40 29.43 .... 
Avg. G.T. Prop.' .. 34.84 
I ' 
Blas a -3.7$ 
varnnce.. 3.21 
I 'l'able 
I 3. : 




Relative Bias = -0.11 
CoefficH'nt of 
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2. Ca) Ground truth dl~trlbutlon for pure small gralns 
~l.xel5 from scgment 1899. 
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Nonparametric Probability DEnsity Eatimation 
for Data Analysis in Several Dimensions l; 1 
1. Introduction 
David W. Scott 
Rice University 
Houston. TX 77251 
Our purpose in this paper is to illustrate how nonparametric proba-
bility density estimates. in particular the corresponding contour 
curves. are a useful adjunct to scatter diagrams when performing a prel-
iminary examination of a set of random data in several dimensions. For 
a preliminary approach we generally want to perform fairly simple tasks 
with frea-form techniques to uncover structu~es and fe6tures of interest 
~q the data. Such procedures are often graphical and unlike 8UIIl24ry 
statistics seldom lead to much compression of the data. Tukey (1977) 
Pfesents a wealth of such procedures. One which well illustrate. the 
power and flexibility of these preliminary procrdurea is the running 
median smoothing algorithm for time series data (wi~h resmoothing of the 
rough and the like). Other graphical techniques for multivariate data 
are presented in Tukey and Tukey (1981). 
For prelimInary viewing of one-dimensional data. both scatter 
dIagraMS and fl~qupncy curves such as histograms are widely and success-
fully er.lployed to examine clustering. tail ochavior. and skewness of 
IThis research was supported in pnr:" by the Army Research Office 
under DAAG-29-82-K-OOll. and by NASA/Lockheed under PO-0200100079. 
.L,.. 
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data. For bivariate data. scatter diagrams arc in practice widely pre-
fer red to bi,,:ariate frequency curves. Scatter diagrams of three dimen-
sional data may be realized by viewing a projection of the data on a 
rotating plane represented by the screen on a computer graphics termi-
nal. For higher dimensions carefully selected projections may also be 
viewed. and soph~sticated tcchniques have been developed. and are evolv-
ing. for choosing good projections (Friedman and Tukey. 1974). 
Apparently the success of frequency curves in one dimension has not 
readily extended to higher dimensions. It is an open question as to the 
number of dimensions that may be successfully visualized with a non-
parametric density estimator under various conditions (samplc size. for 
example). It is our purpose to illustrate the power of preliminary fre-
q~ency curves as an adjunct to v~ewing scatter diagrams. 
1. Biyariate. llata 
We shall examine a data set which contains inform.ltion on the 
status of the cOTonary arteries of 371 men suspectpd Of having heart 
diseas~. having experie~ced episodes of severe chest pain. These data 
have been more fully described and analyzed: see Gotto. ~ ale (1977) 
and Scott. e.t. al. (1978). After vif>ual examination of the corC'nary 
arteries by angiography. 51 men were determ~ned to be fr~e of signifi-
cant coronary artery disease. It was or interesl to compnre the lrvels 
of blood fats. plasma cholesterol and plasma tr~glyceride concentra-
tions. between the r,roup of 51 djr.e<lsC'-fre(' n.<ller. :lfod the r,rc-up of 320 
diseased males. The scatter diagram! of these two data sets arc 
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triglyceride nrc evident among thc uiseUtl('d malcH. 'I.-his ohservation is 
difficult to evaluate in lighl of th~ lnrgr diffrrrnc(' in sump)!' siz('s. 
RowE-ver. it is unlQ:cly that II Int'~('r s;tmph· (If 320 t1iGrtlllc-free malt's 
would result in n lIC'atter dinl~r:lm simil.ll· ttl thllt of the 320 dillcast'd 
10 obtain n nonpnrnmctric density cont~ur plot wc computed 3 
bivariatc product kerncl cstimdte (EplInrchnikov. 1969) givrn by 
1 f(~.y) = nh h ~ 
x y i=1 





using n quartic (biweighL) kernel 
IIn<' prelillJlnnry vnlueR of tIl(' r.mo(llhing p:Il:lmrterr. 
-1/6 b = 2 s n wlwn' s r('pr('t.(!nls l\ trill11\ll'li lind pool"-ll e:,t iUlatc ot tbe 
"X x 
stnndard ul'vintlon f(lr th(' two r.rollp!l with a uimilnr exprl'r.siol\ for h • 
Y 
Density vnlucs wt'r~' computrd O\'\'r l\ ~rH' ll{ l~IO by 90 l,oints. Wlwn 
r.triki'lS l>itnlll'ni fl'nture. tiS 6hl'wn in }o'ig\\l'o 2. The C(lnt(HlrD of equnl 
probnbility nrc I the tch levels O.O~ to 0.95 in inC'rrmcnts of 0.10 nil 
a (rnction of the r('spectivc mnximnl ul(ld"l levelq. Thl' ,\l'nsity [unction 
of the disc;t~e-[rcc mull'S could be w~ll nppr~ximnl~d hy n hlvdrintl' Nor-
mn: farm. IIG modI' coin(,ldru with tllr l~rt (If the two mudrs in thl' dcn-
elty functi~n of the disensed m~lrs. 
TIlt' contour "IOl., h;lVI' 1"·'I',·t! 1'lIIl'hll·"."· ;t 11· •• rur!' til tilt' ·.( •• It\'[ 
dia~rQm that miGht hnvr ROlle unnutirrd. The contour plots nlqo nid in 
compellsnting rot lh(' differ('nL(' in ~;\IJ'l'lr ci:r.('s. TI\(' ,lis('overy of till' 
bimodal feature lrd to formulntion ~f n cnmplrx cholcstrrol-triglycrridc 
n 
n 
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Figure 2. Bivariate Density Contours 
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internction in the model xor estima::ing the risk of coronary artery 
disease. Clinically. the difference of 50 mg/~ between the two modes in 
Figure 2 for the diseased males is greater than the reduction in 
cholesterol by dietary intervention (which usually achieven proportion~l 
reductions in the range of 10 to 15 percent). 
1. Triyariate nata 
The data presented in this section were obtained by proc~ssing 
four-channel Landsat data measured ovrl" North Dakota during the SlIlIlmer 
growing season of 1971 and were furnished by Dick lleydorn of 
NASA!Houston al"~ Chuck Sorensen of Lockheed/Houston. The sample con-
tains approximately 21.000 points. each representing a 1.1 acre pixel. 
covering a 5 by 6 nautical mile section. On each pass over an indivi-
dual pixel by the Landsat satellite. the four channel readings were com-
bined into a single value that measures the "greenness" of the pixel at 
that time. The grpenness of a pixel was plotted as a function of time 
from the five passes during the growing season. Finally. nadhwar's 
(1982) growth model was fitted to this curve. This model has three 
parameters which arc contained in each trivariatc data point. The first 
variable (x) gives the time the "crop" Cif any) ripened. The Gecond 
variable (y) measures the approximate time to ripen. And the third 
variable (z) measur"'s the level of "greenness" at the time of ripening. 
Although it is natural to group these data by actual lype of ground 
cover fr.'r c1.1'lS1J::;~.on prOCl'llul!':, • ..,C \t..l'Ie not done so 11~\n·. 
It is not poscible to present a satisfactory picture of a three-
dimensional Gcnlter diagram of these datn for this attic1!'. llowevrr. on 
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an AED512 tt'rminal with 512 by 512 rCflolution. a projection of these 
data onto the scrc('n typically dioplayed only 4000 poinu. the reat 
being "hidden" behind displayed points. Viewed from several different 
angl('s. vnrious Gh~pes nnd features in the data were easily perceived. 
Color wa~ used to indicate the level of the variable perpendicular to 
the SCI('('n. 
We enn present dt'nfiity conlourb of an estimate f(x.y.z). Consider 
an l'quiptobable contour at level c: thllt is. consider thoae points 
(x.y.z) satisfying the equation f(x.y.:") = c. 'the solution of tbie 
equation for a smooth density estimate r is a smooth surface (or aur-
fac('s) in E3. Thib surfnce mny be displayed by interGcctin& it with a 
8('ri('s of planes displaced ('qunl distcncl's nlong the co-ordinAte exea. 
in the following. nlon& only the x nnd y axes. In Figure 3. we display 
the Aurface for c = IX of the mn~imnl mode valul'. Comparing Figure 3 to 
the corresponding scntter di~grnm on the same projection plene revealo 
how surprisingly lin Il' of thl' dntn Ilpace is enc1os('d in this contour. 
In thl' scntter di:'lrrllm our "y<'8 focused on rnys of points that seemed 
int('r('stinp, but r<'pr('sentl'd only n tlmall frnction of the dllta. Also 
notnbll' in Fir,uIt' 3 is acyl inddcal shape disjoint and b~hind the 
lnq~er tlUrfncl'. This f('c.turl' "':ttl nll10 clenrly visible ill the scatter 
,li:lr,rmn nnd r('l'rt'!1l'lttf1 ncs"l: in ",hich Ilugnr beets were grown. 
AJlf';trelltly thl' llIl'tiwll by ",hich IHI&1I1' be('ts nre harvested lends to .. 
sinl~ull1rity in thl' l'lItimllti(J1t of tIll' r.ro",th mod,,1 f'nr:'lmt'tt'rs with y::::O. 
F.>'f'.II11llnR tlH' :,<,',,1(' by :'I factllr (If 2 \/ll1h' retaining till' snme 
cenll'r as in thr c: 1% picture. ",r show the contour shapes at levels 
c = ) 0%. 30:'. lind ~O: of IllOII,\ 1 II(' l~ht. Not iet' bow ('ach contour Ilhape 
---- --- - ... - -- - - - -! 
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[ "fits" inside the prec('liing one. Aha observe hOll multimod£l featurf'B 
appear in this space. Three modes are shown in this seq~ence. On a 
color graphics tenninal. we may simultaneously view the8e end other con-
L 
tours by using different colors to draw each contour. 
Again. the density plota have complemented and added to our undor-
standing of these duta. It is easier to see inside the data cloud with 
this representation and als~ makes rotation of th"l d3ta cloud less 
important. 
Computational Considerations 
A new algorithm nnd density estimator were developed to display the 
I. trivariate contour plots and we hope to report on it in another paper 
(Scott. 1983b). Speed is an important factor in an interactive environ-
I. ment. The kernel method used in the bivariate case becomes ex.:ruciat-
ing)y slo\l when presented with 21.000 points in three dimensions. In 
real time, a few minutes were required on a Vax 11/780 to compute the 
hivariate kernel contours for 320 points on a 150 by 90 mesh. To cen-
crate the pictures in Flgure 3. we evaluated the density on a 30 by 30 
1_ by 30 mc!:h for 21.000 points. A straightforward kernel estimator would 
have requirpd several hours to computel 
The histogram eLtimator is extremely efficient computationally, but 
i very inefficient statist icnlly -- nnd re1L1tively more inefficient in 
L highpr dimpnsions than kern pI methods. One recent discovery indicate8 that thp frc1lllPIICY polygon may hc' 3 ~'.ood choicc of a nonp3rnmetl ic den-
r sity cstimator sinc~ lt is computationally equivalent to a histogr~m but 
L 
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frequency po 1ygon ill several dimensions suffers from sensitivity to 
choice of cell boundaries. The new algorithm ~ddresses this problem and 
is asymptotically equivale&t to a cCltain kernel estimate. Other fast 
preliminary estimates in one and two dimensions may be obtained by 
numerical approximation of kernel estimates in place of statistical 
approxill';stion. which we prefer. 
We do not really know for how many dimensions nonparametric density 
estimates will be useful and feasible. Scatter diagrams have been used 
in a highly interactive en~ironment to visualize nine-dimensional data 
(Tukey. FriedDlan. and Fishf>rkeller. 1976). ~lany possible strategies may 
. 
be envisioned for using color and motion to examine data in more than 
three dimensions. We expect much progress in this area. Dut for larger 
and larger data sets requiring sophisticated analysis. we believe that 
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Presentation consists of: (1) out1 ine of g:!nera1 ideas of functional 
stati~tica1linference ahalYS1S of one sample and two samples. univariate 
I .! 
and bivariate. and (2) application of ONESAM program to analyze the 
I ! 
univariate probabil1ty distr1butions of multi-spectral image data. 
I I 
I ! 
MULP-SPECTRAL f",AGE DATA ANALYZED C,( ONESAM FROGRAM 
I I 
Data an~lyzed consists of 9 files. Each file represents an observation 
i I 
at a d1fferent ti~e 1n the growing season of a qeographica1 area measuring 
5 oy 6 naut~ca1 miles d~vided into segments 117 3cross and 196 down. for a 
I , 
total of 22~32 picture ~egments. The successive files rep~esent flights on 
t ~ 
days ! I I I 
I : 
( > 
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128. 145. 146. 163. 182. 199. 200. 235. 236. 
ORIGH~f,L I"AG~ is 
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There are 4 measurements per element. representing 4 channels recorded 
by a multi-spectral scanner of sunlight reflection. The channel~ are 
respectively 4. 5. 6. 7 angstroms. going from visible to infrared to far 
infrared bands of the spectrum. The first two channels may be similar 
(highly related). and the second b/o channels my be similar. 
For this area, ground truth data is available in which each ele:nent is 
divided into 6 subpixels. The data was originally collected for LACIE 
(large Area Crop Inventory Experiment). 
There are 36 data sets representing 4 channels in 9 fil~s. Each data 
set consists of 22392 integers (theoretically from 0 to 256) representing 
the reflections from surface elements. The data was received by us from 
Dr. Guseman in the form of 36 historgrams. The histograms were analyzed by 
our ONESAH program to determine the shape of the distribution fitting thl! 
histogram. and in particular to determlne: (1) if the distribution is 
unimodal or bimodal; (2) the variation of medians and interquartile ranges. 
This research aims to contribute to, among o~her problems. digital 
ilnage representation whose definition we quote. 
Digi~al image representation is the determi~ation and modeling of 
basic characteristics or features of the digital iMage which can be 
incorporated into the process of identifying classes and attrlbutes 
in a scene. Approac~es to the modeling of spatial image character-
lstics that require research include quantitative descriptions of 
image texture and the segmentation of images on the basis of spatlal 
structure. Research is needed to determine the scene probability 
density functions and class conditlonal density functions of digital 
image data in order to understand spectral characterlstics and extract 
desired information. Determlnation of density fu~ctions will enable 
the development of data transformation which reduce the dimenslons of 
multi-variate image data while preserving information pertaining to 
scene classes and attributes. 
f' •• 
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I L eR,"\ d'~ too - Entropy differente estimator I \..... .. , .. ~i.. • I ~:: !'''' usinq autoregressive order (m) OF POIJ~ Q~;Urv 
t Best \ 
! r ,'ue I f11c/Channel :1cd1an 1.Q. 01=1 m=2 m-" m=4 m=5 Order Day .-J
r 
12J 1 1 24.6 5.31 .092 .145 .153 .161 .178 2 
. 145 2 1 27.5 3.85 .154 .179 .330 .386 .391 II 
146 3 1 26.2 3.73 .055 .195 .2"1 .228 .236 2 
163 4 1 27.4 4.94 .027 .061 .151 .154 .180 3 
102 :; 1 21.4 4.93 .236 .323 .365 .376 .391 3 
199 6 1 22.8 4.40 .325 .402 .413 .426 .430 2 
200 7 1 37.3 8.21 .063 .094 .0911 .097 .106 1 
235 n 1 32.0 13.9 .034 .048 .0:;2 .055 .055 1 v 
236 9 1 34.2 9.77 .025 .027 .027 .031 .044 1 
Best 
Ale 
Oay ril e/Channe 1 Medlan I.Q. m=l m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 Order 
128 1 2 24.9 7.05 .059 .144 .152 .203 .203 2 
145 2 2 26.2 4.21 .125 .158 .13? .218 .223 1 
146 3 2 25.0 4.27 .109 . 184 .196 .206 .223 2 
163 4 2 22.3 7.23 .064 .105 .103 .129 .146 2 
182 5 2 15.2 9.03 .145 .289 .329 .355 .378 5 
199 6 2 19.0 6.62 .153 .315 .321 .347 .348 2 
200 7 2 31. 9 9.16 .063 .070 .074 .086 .092 1 
235 3 2 38.0 26.3 .059 .080 .020 .090 .092 1 
236 ~ 2 39.5 20.9 .050 .064 .065 .073 .074 1 
Best 
Ale 
Day F 11 c/Channel Hedlan I.Q. m=l 01;:2 m=3 /'1=4 m=5 Order 
123 1 3 26.1 10.6 .029 .066 .005 .091 .102 1 
145 2 3 30.8 8.64 .154 .182 .204 .206 .208 1 
116 3 3 30.5 8.90 .118 .141 .149 .171 .187 1 
163 ·l 3 44.3 14.7 .004 .014 .019 .026 .033 1~ 
132 5 3 55.0 19.2 . 014 016 .0~3 .029 .029 , . 
199 6 3 54.8 15.9 .043 .000 .051 .054 .058 1 
200 7 3 65.0 15.0 .013 .027 .033 .046 .053 1· 
235 ~ 3 51.2 20.7 .001 .019 .022 .025 .031 ,. u 
236 9 3 49.6 17.2 .002 .018 .021 . .022 .025 1· 
Best 
Ale 
Day Fllc/Channel ~ledlan I.Q. m=l 111""2 01=3 m=4 m=5 Order 
128 1 4 13.5 4.23 .033 .080 .097 .107 .110 1 
14~ 2 4 15.0 3.95 .212 .253 .273 .279 .282 1 
146 3 4 14.6 4.02 . i65 .201 .223 .231 .235 1 
163 11 4 20.4 7.54 .004 .021 .029 .041 . 044 , . 
182 5 4 28.2 11. 9 .005 .007 .022 .034 .039 1~ 
199 6 4 27.8 8.40 .043 .049 .052 .052 .053 1 
200 7 4 29.7 7.10 .001 .013 .016 .01S . 019 , . 
235 /) 4 23.6 7.85 .005 .031 .032 .033 .035 1* .. v 
t 2]G 9 4 22.1 G.76 .OOB .022 .027 .033 .037 ,. ! 
I. 
I ! , 
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I FUNCTIONAL STATISTICAL ItlFERENCE Or POOR QUALITY 
FUN.STAT APPROACH TO DENSITY ESTIMATION 
I 
1. OI~E SAMPLE: UNIVARIATE 
I ' 
, . Let X ~e continuous random variable and Xl' X2' •••• Xn a ra,dom sample 













-1 : QX(u} = FX (U), 
I I 
, I 
density qx(u) 'c Q'«u}' and density quantile 
I \ 
tQx(U) = fX(QX(u». 
I I 
Firm sample d~stribution function FX(X)' sample quantile function 
-I ! Q~(u}, samPle[QUantile densi:y ':leu) at u = j/(n+l), j=I,2, ... ,n. 
P~ot sample vrrsion of informative quantile function 
II Q(L)-Q(o.S) IQ(u) = 2{Q(O.7S) - Q(0.2S)} 
wlo,. value, ls .. tend, to 0 and I indicate, tne tail exponents 
i I 
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OF P00:l QUhU 1\; 
3. Determine a standard distribution function Fo(x) to test 
) X-II H : F(x .. F (-) or Q(u) .. II + 0 Q (u) 
o 0 a 0 
for location and scale parameters II and 0 to be estimated. Form 
d(u) = f Q (u) q(u) ~ 00 
o 0 
o n 11 f Q (t) q(t) dt. 
o 0 0 0 
which estimate respectively 
d(u) .. f Q (u) q(u) 0
0 o 0 
• 11 f Q (t) q(t) dt. 0 0 0 0 0 
~. Form successive autoregressive ~stimators 
d (u) • K II + ~m( J) m m 2nlu A ( ) e2nium\-2 e ~ •• '''am m 
whose negcnlropy 
I A A 
H a J - log d (u) du = - log K 
mom m 
is used to determine optimal orders m. 
entropy difference 
A 




















Estimate fQ(u) by 
I 
A I I 
fQ (u) = f Q (u) 
mOO 
A 
a d (u) 
o m 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 










TWO SAMPLE: UNIVARIATE 
I let X and V be continuous , random variables with random samples 
I 
I 
V'l ' ••• , Y n 
I 






and with respective dis~ribution functions 
F(x) 
I , 
The pooled sam~le XI""'X~, VI"",V
n 
can be regarded as a random sample from 
t 
the distributi~n function 
H(x) i ). F{x) + I I ( I-A) 
I 
G(x), ). =-~ m+n 









.. ; H(x), 
I 
it is customary 
I 











































-1 DX(U) sa F Ii (u), 
with densities 
ORIGii'Ml PA~E I~ 
OF POOR QUALITY 
• 1 Oy(u) • G H (u) 
-1. ) 
d",(u) = 9 H ,u 
• hU-I(u) 
Note that h H- 1(u) = A f H- 1(u) + (i- ) 9 H-l{u); therefore 
d (u). A + (l-A) ~ H (u) { -I }-l X fH-I{u) 
A raw estimator of DX(U) is 
from which one can form 
and autoregressive estimators dx.m(U) of dX(u). 
When one observes k variables X(I). X(2) ••••• X(k). one estimates 
(for j=l ••••• k) the densities of 0j(u) .. FX{j) (H-l(u» • 
71 
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3. 0"£ SAMPLE: BIVARIATE 
ORlGINr.L PI\G~ IS 
OF POOR QUALlTY 
Let (XI" X2) be Jointly continuous random vdriables with distributicn 
function 
and density fX'I~2 (xl' x2). The joint density ~uantile function is defined by 
To estimate fQ we define 
which is the distribution function c~ UI ~ FX (Xl)' U2 - FX (X2); it has I 2 
dertslty 
satisfying 
To estimate d from a random sample XI ,X2 
(X (j) X (j» . I f I '2 ,J" •.•. ,n, 0 rm 
-
DXI ,X2 
a FXI ,X2 
(QX
I 











I I I: 
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-




raw estimator ~e smooth log dX X (u l ,u2) by a smooth 
. " 2 
-





(.Jl~u2) minimizing a criterion similar to 
I 
n I 
\' I: 1 log d[U (j) u (j») - log d [U (]) U (])]1 2 
L II'Z ml'Z 
j-l i 
I 




1 : "1'''2 
I 
I i 
h h i. . I 1 were t e summation I~ over v1.vZ a O.! , ... ,! m, I 
I 
I 
and ,p(O ,]) is an integrating factor to make dm(u1.uZ) a probability 
vl'~2 
I density. The foregoing estimators have been implemented in the Ph.D. 
I I Thesis of 1., J. Woodfield. The problem of choosing a best value of the 
- . I hdb: I . I fd orucr ~ IS approac c Y eva uatlng tle e~tropy 0 • I! m 
We expect Woodfield to work with us this summer to extend his results 
r • 
to estimati~n of m~ltiv~riate density quantile functions. 
I ! ~. TWO SAMPLES: BlVARIAiE 
Let (X~'Xz) and (Vl,V
z
) be random vectors with respective distribution 
functions F(XI,XZ' and ~(XI'YZ)' and respective random samples ! 
(j) (j) I. (k) (k) (X, X
z 
),;J=I, ... ,m and (VI ,V Z ), knl.Z, ... ,n. 
, 
f-~ ------- .. ~p t;---"'. 
14 omG:N~L p,..C~ IS OF pOOR QUALITY 
let H(xI,xl ) denote the distribution fvnction of the pcole~ random sample, 
with marginal distribution functions III (xi) and 1f2(x2). Define 
From ol(u\,u2) and o2(u\,u2) one can form raw estimators dl (u l ,u2) and 
d2(uI'~l) of the densities 
Therefore 
The likelihood ratio f(x l ,x2)/g(x l ,x2) can be effectively e~timated by 
estimating log d\{u\ ,u2) - log dZ{u\,u2). We propose to investigate 
exponential model representations of 
I 
.- --.-. 0_- - - 1 
. i 
l: i 























where dll(u l ) and dI2 (uZ) are tilt' milrginal densities of dl (u l ,u2) whlc 
can be estimated b~' methods of two samples: un:varlate. 
The final output are contour plots of the classification sta,lstlc 
I L(x.,xZi a log f(x l ,x2) - log 9(XI ,X2) 
I' A point (x
I
,x2) is classified in population I or 2 by whether L(x.,x2) 
f 
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I I STATISTICAL IMAGE REPRESENTATIONS: 
I "on-Gaussian Classification 
'
I 
Presentation Outline by 
I I I Wi 11 i am B. Smi th 
Irstit~te of Statistics. Texas A&M University 
I at 
I 
NASA/11P,IRA Workshop (Math. Stat.) 
January 27-28, 1983 
I I 
1. Introduction , 
I , 
11. Two Population Problem 
Popu1~tions: No'rma1 vs. Normal 
I' Mi.xed Normal vs. Mixed Normal Non-norma 1 vs. Non-normal , 
, I 









Ashikaga - N* 
Malkovich - Afifi - skewness/kurtosis 
Mardia - skewness/kurtosis I M~sclaS5ification 
Performance of standard tests -
I Hotclling's T2 -
probab"ity 
I MiX. characteristic root -
III.Hultipopu1ation problems I C~non,cal Correlation - several LDF 
Mi:ssing data -
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• (YJn OYlI·ca I CC>t/~ddIOf\ 
( -l L" +- L,'L L Z;' 1:'LI/ = 0 tv.J 
WheJt erfU..a~~ (1) ... )fr. UJh~11 E?t17 +ull 
clala VubT.f Or-e obs-eived) One replac~s 
'1:ij wiHt -Me 0fi'Of/'/~-h::. esf.l~dcr. 
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S~,!!Iuhtlon of [uJ:lplo 3.3 
p • 1. <l a 2 
n1 • 10. n2 • 40 
full Oat. All'Oata 
r2 I Ho.:i.1Ili-Slli ttl 
I 
I ! C. t. HSE Eat. I HS& 111u Uu 
-
.13567 .06116 .C464O .06333 
.10479 .057'.; 1 .03036 .06512 
.07241 .01,747 .04040 .04407 
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p • 2. q • 2 
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lHu t1SEx10 1 Traea JUn • MS£xlO' 
.04883 .02471 .016.50 .04479 .0'906 
.04341 .02592 .01564 .041l6 .02160 
.03463 .01157 .01216 .03301 .01267 
.02898 .01202 .00846 .02678 .• 01032 
. 
. 
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81aulat1on with Example 3.4 
p • 2, q • 2 
n1 .. 20, n" • 30 
tull jato All Data 
ltocking- Marx 
':1 t. Det. 
B111 HSP.x101 Tnca 
.10331 .16013 .03891 
.07997 .iS578 .03391 
.06436 .11410 .02S44 
.0589.5 ,0840.5 .01067 
.05327 ,04995 .01428 
,05384 ,0146.5 .00963 
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A Minimax Approach to Spatial Estimation 
Using Affinity Matrices 
Carl N. Morris 
For presentation at NASA Project Meeting 
Texas A&M, January 27-28, 1983 
"An Empirical ~ayes Approach to Some Spatial Analysis Problems, 
with Special Attention to Remotely Sensed Satellite Imagery". 
Summary: 
Our problem is to combine estimates made in the plane 
to improve on noisy unbiased estimates. We will want to 
use only a small fraction of points in a giant grid to do this, 
those that are most like a given pOint. Section 1 below pro-
vides a helpful component of this process defining an "affinity 
matrix" of values, indicating which points are relevant to 
others. Then Section 2 shows that minimax rules can be based 
on affinity matrices. 
1. Affinity Matrices: 
Let aij > 0 be the affinity of i for j, 1 ~ i,Q j ~ k. 
kxk lie will assume for now that A = (aij)' the "affinity matrix", 
is symmetric and the rcws (and columns)of A sum to unity 
+ ~omeday we may wish to consider more general notions. tn 
NhSA applications, aij might be some diminishing function of 
diJ , "the distance from the Ith to the J
th pixel, but there 
could be cases where affinities are greater for more distant 
areas, e.g. crops growing in two valleys may be more similar 
to 0ne another than to those growing on a mountain between them. 
r -
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An affinity matrix is just a doubly stochastic matrix, 
, 
one representing a rever~ible Markov chain, so much is known 
I 
of them.' For example, the eigenvalues a 1 .::. ••• ~ ak 
) 
satisfy al = 1 (e 1= (1~ ••• , 1)' is its eigenvector), 
02 < 1 (if the ch~in is irreducible), ak ~ -1. r don't 
know under what conditions A > 0, i.p. ak ~ 0, but we ne~d 
I 
to know.' It may be that A > 0 if, under anpropriate re-labeling, 
I 
the elements aij diminish as they recede from the diagonal. 
I 
Is A ~ q, for exa~?le, if aij depends only on li-jl and 
i 
decreases as li-jl increases? 
i 
Note that we can write 
(1.1) 
, 
with P 1= ee'/k and the {Pi} a complete (EPi = I) set of 1. 
i I 
orthogonal projec~ions, each with unit rank. 
\ i 
It~s intere~ting to consider what affinities might be 
I ! 
asslgne~ to the ~enter of a kxk grid k=5). Squared distances 
i I 
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This chart suggests nine and 21 pOint grids might be good. 
103 
(Note: points outside the 5x5 grid all have squared distance 
greater than e.) For 9 points, the aiJ might be: aii n ~ (?nce), 
1/8 (q times), and 1/16 (4 times), which is given by 
(1.2) 
The point is that the two dimensional grid in Fig. 1 1s collapsed 
into one row of an affinity matrix, with 9 non zero entries 
1n the case of (1.2). This means we can ignore the complicated 
spatial structure 1n Fig. 2 when working out theories of estima-





























Fl&urc 2. Areal problem organized 
into pixels or pixel-groupso 
Responses Y1' true values 61 0 
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2. A minimax rule for spatial analysis. 
r"" ... "i 
We take the simplest case of normal, inderendent observations 
(given the parameters) with equal (known) variances: 
ind 
Yilai - N(Oi, V), i~l, ••• , k. 
We expect the {Oi} to be correlated in any NASA application, 
but not necessarily the pixel intensity measurements {Yi } (there 
was some question raised about this at NASA last August). In 
practice the variances would have to be estimated, and perhaps 
this means we ~ould actually be working with clusters of pixels. 
We need data to pursue these points, as well as the equality 
of variances and all other assumptions. Until such are obtained, 
we may proceed as follows. 
Let A be any given kxk affi~ity matrix with non-negative 
eigenvalues al = 1 > a z ~ ••• ~ ak > O. Define 
(2.1) Y* 0: AY, 
• each Yi being a weighted average of the {Yj }. Let 
(2.2) 
with r _ tr(A). 
(2 .. 3) 
fi - (k-r-2)V 
- I (Y1 - y.)2 
i 
Then let 
be the estimate of Oil 
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In case A = ee'/k, (2.1)-(2.3) reduce to Stein's estimator 
I 
for sh'rinking all Yi to Y~ os Y. I-.tore generally, this estin:ator , 
15 that for shrinking toward a regression su~face EO=Z8, 
Zkxr, if A Q Z(Z~Z)-lZ is an affinity metr1~ (since it needn't 
I 
I 
be, we can see that the affinity ~atrix assump~ion is unnecessary) • 
I 
I 
We now prove that the estimator (2.3) is minimax for lo~s 
I 
I 
I (2.lI) 1 L(O,O) = 1:(01- 01)2/V 
I 
\ ' 
I in the, frequentist sen3e with risk RCO) depending on O. Stein's 






will be used ~here needed • 
I 
The follm'ling Lemma will be useful. 
I 
Lemma 1. Let M and T be 
I 









T, and Q = y'MY. Then 
I 
I 
I ~ aii {~tiY} = [Qtr(T)-2y'r1TY]/Q2. 
I 
The: risk R(a) of (2.3) has unbiased estimate 
(2.8) I ~ a k - (k-r-2)B + 4B(F-l) 
I I 
with F:E Y'(I-A)~Y/Y/(I-A)2y. 
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R < k - (k-~-2)B-4Bak always 
.. 
< Ie - (k-r-2)B if a1 >0. e-
It follows that (2.3) is minimax if k > r + 2 when ak ~ O. 
Proof: Let Q = E(YI-y!)2 = y'(I-A)2y. The risk of (2.3) 
1s R(e) ~ E IIY-6-B(I-A)Y 112;y 
.. 
- k + EB2Q/V - 2EE(Yi -6 i ) B (I-A) Y/V (1) 
where (I-A)(l) is the ith row vector of I-A. Now apply (2.5) 
.. 
to the last term and then (2.7) with B = cV/Q, c = k-r-2, 
and remove expectations to get 
.. .. .. [k-r-2 Y~{I-C)A)3y] R = k + cB - 2B 
= ~ - B(~-r-2 -4(F-l)] 
Note that (2.9) follows because 0 < F < 1 
- a k' QED. 
Of course, we always have 
(2.10) ft < k - (k-r-6)B 
in (2.8) because a k ~ -1 for every aff1nity matrix. 
We should be able to extend this proof to cover the case 
.. 
w1th B ~eplaced In (2.3) by 
(2.11) '" B+ =m1n(B, 1). 
Further work must consider the following: 
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Then the CSi} are independent non-central chi squares with one 
degree of freedom and expectation 
1e. 
ES1 c E tr[PiY Y''J 
.. V + O'PiO, 
81 l~d V~~' (o' ~~ 0 ). 
.. k 
Note that B a (k-r-2)V/t{1-ai)2'J, 'l'hese facts may be useful 
1 ~ 
in further development of the sampling properties of rules. 
2. The rule will do well if e'(I-A)2e is fairly small. 
We will have to see if this is likely. Again, we need real 
data! 
3. Is this nearly an empirical Bayes rule? For what 
(correlated) prior on ~he 6i ? What correlated priors, ones 
like those we might expect in NASA applications, lead to good 
empirical Bayes rules? With a one-dimensional spatial (e.g. time) 
problem, autoreGres81ve priors seem to lead to estimators like Y*. 
~. We need to find out a lot more theoretically a~out 
affinity matrices and their eigenstructure, and to consjder 
which ones would be good for our applications. There will 
be problems near boundaries. Markov chain sources will b~ a 
gOld place to start. Covartance matrices ari~ing in autoregressive 
theory also may be a useft<i. source. 
5. Note that the rule presented (2.3) is easy to compute. 
Still, we should cnnsider carefully the computational aspects 
of this and any other rules we choose to derive. 
,----
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6. ,Real applications ~ill involve multivariate Yi' 






Stein (1981~ Annals of Statistics, pp. 1135-1151 has 
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Hubcrt. Kost.al 
i 
Lo~alizcd Shrlnh3Cc Factors and Minimax Results 
I 
Summnry: A'conditlon Is derived under which a localjzed 
\ 
sh~inkage fa6tor estimator will be minimax. A specific 
! 
localizcd sh~lnkage factor estimator is described. The 
I 
109 
nonappl1cabli tty of the de1'1ved condition to some estimatol's 
lsi (unrortun~t.elY) shown: In the last section several 
I 
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1. Minimax Results Applicable tr Localized Shrinkage Factor 
Estimators. 
We shall be considering the equal, known variancp case 
(1) 
... 
for assessing estimators 0 of e \.,rith respect to SEL, 
(2) 
Stein (1981 Annals) shows that for fairly general estimators 
of the form 
... 8 a Y + g(Y), 
g:Rk~Rk (see Stein (1981) for exact conditions on g), 




Ell Y + g (Y) - 0 W = k + E ( Ilg (Y) 1\2 + 2 V • g (Y) ) 
3 Vl ::I -3'll 
where gi('l) 1s the ith component of g. 
,. 
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where A is u preassigned mntr~x. >..:Rk ... Rk • Ilnd h[A('l)] 13 
111 
the kxk dlugonal matrix with dinsonal clements A1('l) ••••• 
~k(y). ).1('0 1s the loc~l11~cd sln'1nk.l.ge factor for 'Ii. Thus 
where Al 15 the Ith row of A (the Ith column of A will be 
dcnoteJ nl and RIJ wIll reprasenL thu IJ th element of A), 
We 3hnl1 assume t..hat ).CY) 13 chosen so that t.he necessary 
expectnL!onu exist 
t.lcmnm 1. 
E(Y1 - ).1(Y)AIY - 01)2 at 
1 + E().i(Y) (A1'l)2 - 2).1(Y) nl1 - 2AIYVIAI('l» (10) 
eroor: Apply Stl'in' S l'NlUlt wi Lh 
g1(Y) ~ -).1(Y)A1Y, 
so st(y) m ).i(Y I (A1y)2 
and Vlg1('l) • -). (Y) nll - (A1'l)(V1).1(Y». QED. 















~he~..1:.. For Ai(Y) us in (11), 
EC Yl - ).l{'i)Arl - 01)2 a 
I 
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1 + ~().i(Y) Y'(AlAi - 281101 + 4 b~Al)Y)' 
I 
.. I I 
lienee 0 1s mInIma:: tC 
I 
c1 ~ 2811B1 - iAiA1 
, 
(13 n.n.d,) Cor I n 1, .•• , k. 
(13) 
2. A Pl~Ol'OSl'lU!.lh~:1 1 . .!...0~\ ~h}.:.t.!l~'!.~_' r'.h't~~t..:.l~:.:.~!_m.:!t.0r 
I Rcwrlt.Ll~5 (Q) :15 I 81i" (1 - Al(Y»Yl + Al(Y) Ary 
whcrc Alii- I-A, tt.!can be ncen th3.t Al(Y) J.otcl'minos 
th<- dcgt'cc or nhl'Ullm~~e 1'l'om Vi to Ap·. Let 
I : d1 





























,.,hCl'C dl !lr. a p05Hlvc const.ant. 1'hls choll.!l' or Ai (Y) allow!; 
I 
I thc siu'l nl,;lf;l' 
f 
I 
.It. \'1 to be dl!Ll'l'mirll'li by Lhl' VJ t,; which have 
I 
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Lemma 2. J(atJ)2(YJ -A!y)2 = d1Y'B
i y for 
diBl = J[a!J(Ij-AI>J' [a1j (I j -A!>] 
where I j is the jth row of the identity matrix I. 
In terms of A this is 
d l Bl = [(1-aii)2 + t aij21 Ai' Ai jti 
+j~1 alj(Ai(I j -l i ) + (IJ-I1 )'A1 
+ (IJ-I1)'(IJ-11»· 

















and expanding (17) yields (18). QED 
.. 




for -j such that a1j is nonzero J where a!j is the average of 
the nonzero ai j ' is a spatially moving version of the 
James-Stein estimator. 
114 
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Recall that in order to apply Theorem 1 ai must be 
positive definite (required for the expectations in (13) 
to exist). From (11) it can be seen that if alk = 0 then 
the kth ro", (and column) of Bi will consist entirely of 
zeros, and so Bi would not be positive definite. 
3. Comments. 
For spatial dat~ which exhibits only local continuity, 
localized shrinkage factor estimators can reasonably be 
expected to do better with respect to MSE than estimators 
involving only a s:ngle (global) shrinkage factor. A number 
of simulations have shown this to be the case. 
Theorem 1 provides sufficient conditions for showing 
that estimators with localized shrinkage factors are minimax 
but, as shown in Section 2, these are probably too restrictive. 
Can the requirement that B>O be eased? to B>O? Perhaps a 
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Covariance lIypotheses 
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TABLE 1 - Distribution of r-Ratios 
I Segment Ilj45 - 216 FH~lds 
I 














5 - 10% 10 - 90% 90 - 95% 
14 163 9 
6.5X 75.5% 4.2% 





i i Segment 163~ - 57 rields 
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1 44 4 
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X' = 5.45 
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T\'(o covariance hypotheses at'e considered for LANDSAT data acquired 
by saMpling "fields". one an autoregressive covariance structure and the 
other the hypothesis of exchangeability. A miniMum entropy approximation 
of the first structure by the second is derived and shown to have desireable 
properties for incorporation into a mixtIJre density estimation procedure. 
Results of a rough test of the exchangeability hypothesis are presented. 
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I. Introduction. 
Let X = (XI/···/X
n
) be a rando~ d x N matrix having a normal 
distributi~n in RdN. In the application we havl' in mind the colunns 
I 
I 
Yi of X are the mul~ispectral ~easurements from the set of pixels in 
a field randomly cho5en from the set of all fields of a particular size 
I 
N and in a particular crop class. The indexing of the Xi des1gnates 
I 
the dictionary ordering by line and column number in the image. Since 
there is a high probability that Xi and Xi +1 come from spatially 
: I 
adjacent pixels, the columns of X are not epected to be independent. 
I , 
We will cohsider two 
i 
h~potheses concerning the covariance of the Xi'S. 
I N In each, the process 
, 
~Xi}i=l is stationary with unknown mean u and 
I 
cQvariance function ~(h) = cov (Xi,Xi +h). I 
HI I{x} , f' t d t "th r(h) = n'-lAlhln,I;1. : I i 1S 1\S or er au oregresslVe W1 H h 
where ndid is positive definite and Adxd is symnetric with spectral 
radius le~s than 1. that is, 
I i 
Xi +1 - ~ 1= B(X i - ~) + (i I 
I \. _I.. ! 
where a 1 n2~ 2 an~ (1' ... t (N-I are independently normally d1S-
tributed \'~ith mean 0 l and variance-covariance matrix (I - a2)!!, 
I ! 
H2: jThe r.v's ;Xl' ... , XN are exchangeable; i.e .• the dis-
tributionl,of XQ is the same as that of X for each N x N permutation 
i 
matrix Ql In this case, r(O) = ~I + E and r(h) = 1: for h I 0, 
where W land W + NE: are d x d positlve definite symmetric matrices. 
~ 1 






































which are listed below. 
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Theorem 1. If the distribution of X is normal and satisfies H2. 
(a) the distribution of XU is the same or that of X for each 
H in the group ON = {U I WNxN is orthogonal arld WJN• I N}. 
T 
where IN = (1 ••..• 1)1xN. 
(b) if PNx(N-1) :atisfies pTp = IN-1 and pTJN a 0. then y = XP 
has columns yl.···.yN-l which are independently distributed as 
1 N Nd(O.~J); furtheroore the statistics X = -N I: Xi and 
N . i=1 
S = r. (Xi - X)(Xi - X)T are independently distributed as i=1 1 
Nd(u.r. + N'l') and Wd(N-I.I/I) respectively; (If 1'[" is a family 
of normal distribution of X containing Ndtl(O. J), then ('x.S) 
is sufficient for ~ if and only if pach meMber of 11., satisfies 
H2). 
Proof: Both (a) and (b) are easily obtained after writing the 
covariance of X as r = ~, ct Ii .. + r ~ JNJ~. The ~t~t assertion is 
proved in r 1, and depends on (a) and the fact that (X,S) is a maximal 
invariant of ON acting on X as it does. 
2. Approximating HI bl~. 
Suppose the density f(x) of X actually satisfies Hl with 
parameter val ues 11. r. and A. In thi 5 section we will show that , in 
bt~+-
a sense, the lust approxi~1tion to the di~tribution of X by one satisfying 
112 is obtalned whrn r. is neat"ly propo:-tional to liN. for large N. 
This is plausible. since the average covariance between pairs of distinct 
colunns under the Markov assumption is O(h>, see r 1. The method of 






. approximation we choo~e is to minimize the rp.lativc entropy ORIGINAL PAO~ IS OF POOR QUJl~LlTY 
H(~, f) = ~dli (log ~(;:)) f(x)dx 
t(x) I~l--
where ~(x) is a density function satisfying1\>Jith parameters \I (the mean), 
" ~ and r. The entropy H(f, f) is weakly related to the l I distance 
by the following inequality, which is the sharpest we have been ab1~to find. 
The proof is essentially that given by Geman [ J in proving that H{f
n
, f) 
+ 0 implies that 10> If - f I + o • 
• JO n 
Theorem 2: let i and f be arbitrary density functiomon Rk and let 
( > O. Then 
If " 1\ ! If - fl dx ~ ( + £ _ 1~9~ H(f, f). 
Proof: Define gel) for (> 0 by gee) = 
positive and strictly decredsing on (O,M). 
( _ 1~9(1+c) ;.. Then g is 
f Therefore, for f - 1 ~ ~ , 
1\ 
" " f g«(} [ f f and r - 1 .. r- 1 - log f ] 
i t J 1\ 1 f'f -d f (f - f) f = = I (r - l)f + (r - 1)f ! 
" J ~ R" " f f > f o < r - 1 :; ( r - 1 > ( 
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= • + g(.)H(f, f). QED. 
lenma 1: If X = (X,J •. i XN)d x N satisfies HI, and 
N 
S =: I: (X. - X)(Xi - X)T i j-I 1 
thl.'n (a) ~X) = II 
i 
(b) 
I l -1 -2 V, 
co/IX) = k n ~(I - A) (I + A) A(I - AN)]Jl:t. 
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N 
I: X. , 
1=1 1 
(c) 
: 1 ;! -1 -2 1 




I Under, H2, 
! 




the log likelihood function is 
N ' 1 1 
-T log\.p\ - ! 10g\R\ 
I N, -1(v) - T 
- 2"' tr R A -v (X -v) , 
1 -1 
- 2" tr.p S 
By taking expectations and then differentials with respect 
, 
\ i to the parameters, one sees that the maximum of £f(109~) is achieved when 
I ! I v ~ C (X) I ' ~ 
! ! 
: ~I + r. r covt<"X) + k ~f(S) 
/
' i 
i l: " C:lVf(X); N(N ~ 1) ef(S) 
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normal density f satisfying U2 which minimizes H(f. f) is the etlt"D"t'. n 
for which 
v = \I 
1 
'" N I! -1 2 -2 
= tr:l n - tr:l n [(I -!'\l (1' A) - N A(I - A) (I - AN)ln" .... 
1 1 
I! -1 2 -2 N! 1 
"2 = if7T Po [(I - A) (I + A) - N A(I - A) (I - A )] Po - tr.l n 
Notice that '" + r = n and that R = '" + NT. 
1 1 
! -1 2 -2 N! 
= n [(I - A) (I + A) - N A(I - A) (I - A )) n is always pos Hi ve 
definite and i8 effectively independent of N for large N. The corras-
" ponding maximum value of Ef (109 f) is 
~ " N - lINd 
cf(log f) = - ---z- 10g\",\ - 2" 10g\ R\ - 2" . 
For large values of N. this is nearly 
where 
"N 1 -1 Nd 




N N-1 2 1 
= - 2" loglnl - -2- 10gl1 - A I - ! Q(X). 
T 
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N-l 7 ? -1 ? 
t tr r. (I - A -) (I + A~ l 
j=2 
~ N N 1 2 2 -1 2 
I:f(log f) = -"2' 10glr.1 - -i- log\1 - A 1- tr(I - A l A 
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-1 -1 
+ (N - lltr(1 - A2) A ~ tr (I - A2) (I + A2l 
= - ~ loglol - y logll - A21 - ~ • 
Therefore. for large N. the minimum relative entropy is 
A -1 
H(f. f)~ - y logll - 1\21 +} log I(I - A) (I + All 
One might think thr.t because the inequality in Theorem 2 is synnetdc 
"" 1\ with respect to f and f. the f minimizing H(f. fl should also be 
" investigated. Unfortunately. H(f. f) does not seem to have a minimum 
" for all values of n. A. \l. We do not know if H(f. fl can be trade smaller 
" thun the minimum value of H(f. fl. 
3. A Mixture Density Hodel for LANDSAT Data. 
Suppose K fields are sampled from a population of fields representing 
in crop classes in proportion ~ l' •..• 0< (these are not areal proportions; 
m '!>cI",th{ . 
rather. they are the probabil Hies that a randomly re-lat1?d- field from the 
p~pulation will belong to the given classes.) The sizes N1 ••••• "k of 
the sampled fields will vary; however. we may suppose that the population 
is suitably restricted so that each "j is independent of the crop class 
and spectral data from the associated field. except to determine the di-
mensions of the d.,ta matrix corresponding to that field. Let n1 ..... "k 
p 'f .• , C(liP. 4 .,_.'.44. (. 'Au_. '1''* Ji)""pe. t.,>Ph,. .;wi «.Z; .; it, : 2 . ..It ,;USjCGCA.XS:S 4(.P, 
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a.nd 
i 
1 x , k .,. ,x be the observed field sizeS and ~ata matrices and suppose 
the classification of each field is unknown. Then the log-likelihood 
function for the given vbservutions is 
i ' 
I K K m • 
:1 = l: 10gP [N=n.l + l: log l: 0lf1(xJ N=n,) ! j=l J j=l 1=1 J 
where :fi(Xj I N=n j ) is the density of x
j given that fie1d j is in the 
1th class. The density f. is of the parametric form associated either 
! : 1 
with HI or HZ. We are interested in estimting the parameters (par-
i , 
ticu1ar1y the o;s) by maximum likelihood. Although he have a11!1Ost no 
, 
empirical basis for be1iev,ein!J so, we consider HI more realistic than 
I 
H2; however, we know of no computationally efficient way of maximizing 
the 1 ike1 ihood function 1 under HI (see Fuller [ ] for a discussion 
: , ' 
of the difficu1tied involved for even a single c1as~). Ev~n with H2, 
I 
the likelihood equations are difficult to solve and the fM algorithm 
, 
" has noslmple formulation, unless one assumes that for each class the pa-
ramete~ l: is a c~nstant tiPJes ~. In this case, the likelihood equation 
I ' 
take 01 a simple fdrm and are easy to solve iterativf1y [). If H2 is 
I ! 
taken s,eriously, as, in the random effects model suggested by Feiveson 
! 
(see (in there is, no justification for the additional assumption that 
r. ' 
l: = NO I, If, however, one regards HI as realistic and H2 as purely 
the rnos1t general fe:asib1e covariance model for purposes of estimating the 
, , 
, , 
a!s, then the discu'ssion in section 2 shows that the additional assumption 
1 ~ I i 
~O ' . 
l: = N i is reasonable for approxil'lating the true densities, at least for 






































4. Testing the Hypotheses. 
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Hypotheses and H2 will be subjected to several tests and the results 
discussed in a future report. We remark that likelihood ratio test for 
HI and H2 against all no~l alternatives ~ould be difficult to im-
plement because of sampling difficulties, large dimensionality, and the 
aforementioned problems in obtaining MLEs under HI. We have conducted 
an informal test of H2 based on part(b) of Theorem 1. Let the data 
malices from a sample of k fields be xl, ••• ,Xk having dimensions 
d x "1'··· ,d x Nk • Let PI'··· 'Pk be any Hi x (Ni - 1) matrices satis-
fying the conditions of Theorem l(b). Let yi = xipi = (y11"'IYHi _1) 
"i - d - 1 i T He 1 i i T l' i 
and let Fl = d (Y1) [.1: (YJ')(YJ') 1- y~. Then Fl has a central 
J=2 
F distribution with d and Ni - d - 1 degrees of freedom. Under the 
hypothesis H3 stated in part (a) of Theorem 1. this result is entirely 
independent. of the distribution of xi, and follows from results of 
David [ ] showing that the exact distribution of Fi depends only on the 
ri~ht spherical symmetry of yi. However. H3 is stronger. in general 
than H2. except under normality. Table 1 shows the number of Fis which 
fell in the upper and lower tails of their respective F distributions 
and the associated x2 statistics for 216 fields from LACIE segment 1645 
and 57 fields from segment 1633. In point of fact, the "fields" represented 
in Table 1 arc those produced by an automatic in~ge segmentation program 
(AMOEBA) and may not be representative of real agricultural fields. The 
x
2 statistics are significant at levels between 10% and 20~ so that 
Table 1 provides rather weak disconfirmation of H2. 
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An Adaptive Technique for Fitting LANDSAT data 
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Larry L. Schumaker and Larry F. Guseman, Jr. 
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Jan. 27 - 28, 1983 
Abstract 
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! In this pr~sentation we discuss some preliminary results on 
an adaptive scheme for segmenting LANDSAT images. The idea of the 
algorithm is to first fit a mixture c..f normals to the measurements 
in each channel to determine the number of classes represented by 
the data along with the mean values and variances of the measure-
ments associated with each of these classes. 
! The informa~iOn from the first stage is then used to adapt-
ively compute a least-squares fit of a piecewise constant surface to 
the data. The resulting segmentation locates and labels the fields 
in the' scene, and immediately yielrls a geometric estimation of pro-
portions. Several numerical experiments are discussed along with a 
numbed of suggested research questions. 
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<: rl("JC"."~-.I .... _ ... ~ __ ~~ ____ _ NC'"C' .. ~ ________ r~r ... __ 
a r ... NNN ________ r~~ __ 
o r .. rol _________ ,..~,..~,.., __ 
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t:l r·j ("~ r,/(' .. ,. .. 0;" r~r I r .. C' ... (" .. r" C'-.I (" .. r~r .. 
'- ("-Ir .. r".-... I"~r .. r..j(· .. t' .. r .. f" .. \·'r~(' ........ ('"1 
Col ("-.I r .. c .. r" C' .. r .. ('''r'' (, .. ("., (" .. r-4 r .. r ... ('.I\"j 
... r .. r~ e .. r .. ('oj r·I"·I C'''C''' rJC'-.I rl 1"1'" Jr·I 
Q l"'r·~ •• ,..,~~I"..rC' .. ['""f" ... I",j("..:C'lrlc"r ... 
... r.;C'-.lC'~ ... l-o:r~'oq",...,("~l' .. ("'.lr·~r_.lr .. " .. r~ (" .. roJ~ cr,.., C'.J q,.., C'"r .. r .. r ... (".I C'''' ('. ('~ 
C''' r·,qqo ""C'''' ...,.-o:rrl(" .. r .. C'..I r ... r,j r/C'1 
fO (''' r·.-: cr f"~r~ -.:" _ r IC''' .... "r~ rl r-l ,H""' 
r" r·,-<:J" ~ "" r/...,-n f" 'r·I r ... ('"~ 1"" r-: r,r., 
... r"r .. rl ... lcrq..,.,..,r-lr .. r./rlC''IC''''''',r. 
C'oJ C'lC 1.-. ~ 'oq" C"C' I r"l'l r .. rl C' .. r·j C' I •• 
.:: ""("lr .. C' .. ,..,,.., r"'rl("IC'I'U·'-"C'I""r. 
r"C"·H·lr",,,,,r·l(' .. r··C'-.lr .. C' .. (" .. _ ...... _ ..... 
C'" r ... r .. C'I('" .. r .. ""("I r-../r"r .. r .. _ ...... _ ..... 
r-.l C'''l' .. r .. 1"""("" r~('·'''' .. r .. C' ... C'·1 ___ ..... 
C'''' C' .. r..lr·' rlrl ('~r .. r~C'..Ir~C'-. ___ ..... 
r .. l'''r .. r .. e..r('"'r .. rolr .. f"I,..·1 ____ ... ...... 
~ C'_.lr.C'IC'.C"rolC'''C'../r .. C' .. __ .............. ..... 
~ r ... 'I"' .. r .. ("_l'·I('''rl- ..... __ ..... __ _ 
-« C'-I ("·/r ... r~("'r·j C' .. r-,/_ ................. __ ...... _ 
..::. r .. r .. ,..IC'·,C' .. (" .. ___ ..... _____ .... 
~ C' .. ~C' .. r .. C'-.I(" .. _ ..... ______ ...... _ 
r .. C'_.lr"r ...... _______ (' ... f"I ..... _ 
~ r ... Nr .. r .. ______ ......... NN __ 
G r"-:"'·.I ________ ~ .. rl,...,,.l--
~ C' .. N ___ ~ _____ ~,..,M_ ..... 
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i r~sull5 fro~ ADAPT2 , i~jtial tolera~ce 
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= .40 
rpsults fr0ll! A[lltF'T2 ""'ltial tolerarlce = .10 
i 111122~22~222244444~4444444~4~44 
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Fl'NDAMENTAL RESEARCH DATA BASE 
At the reques t of Dr. R. P. Heydorn, a fundamenta I research data base has 
been created on a single 9-track 1600 BPI tape containing ground truth, 
image, and Badhwar profile feature data for 17 North Dakota, South Dakota, 
and Minnesota agricultural sites. Each site is 5x6 om in area. Image data 
has been provided for a minimum of four acquisition dates for each site. 
All four images ~ave been registered to one another. A list of the order 
of the files on tape and the dates of acquisition is provided in attachment 1. 
Attachment 2 provides information on the format of the ground truth tape 
and a table for each year to use in interpreting the information on the 
ground truth tape. Ground truth codes vary depending on the year. Like 
the Landsat image files. ground truth files cover an image 196 pixels wide 
by 117 lines long, but the actual size of the ground truth image is 392 
pixels by 234 lines. The reason for this difference is that there are 






Landsat Pixel Ground Truth Pixel 
! t 
The symbol s: C1, C2, C3, C4, Cs and C6 represent the ground truth crop code 
for the various sub-parts of the Landsat pixel. We typically use a plurality 
rule to dec,ide on a single label f,r a Landsat pixel. 
I , , 
All files a're stored on tape in universal format. Image files and Badhwar 
profile feature files corotain four channels of data. but since three Badhwar 
profile features are provided in the feature files (t~, a, and Gmax)the fourth 
channel is always zero.: The format for image and proflle flles is the same 
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·n ' , , . ) : 174 ATTACHMENT 1 OIlIGII~AL PAC!;; 19 
OF POOR QUALITY n 
File ~ se~ment Year State Ac~Uisitions (,luI ian Oatel E ..,-:-s- mage 1 80 18 fUr 11 169 196 204 m 
6-10 i 1394 78 ND 120 174 211 220 238 ;r 
11-15 1531 77 MT 112 129 147 184 22C .:t 
16-20 1537 78 122 141 159 194" 221 
21-27 1544 78 MT 104 122 140 158 176 221 230 J 28-32 1553 78 MT 122 194 203 211 220 33-37 1566 78 MN 115 133 169 196 232 
38-43 1619 77 NO 122 140 158 175 176 230 
44-48 1636 78 NO 135 154 190 207 226 ":T 
" 49-53 1650 78 NO 156 191 209 218 236 • 
-54-58 1653 78 136 154 ISS 191 208 
59-63 1663 77 NO 121 138 156 174 211 TI 64-68 1676 79 SO 120 16& 184 211 237 " 
69-73 1755. 79 SO 121J 147 166 184 220 
74-78 1784 78 SO 133 169 196 223 241 n 79-83 1825 78 MN 133 196 206 223 224 
84-88 1899 77 NO 122 140 157 175 193 •• 




File lW Se~ment File ~ Se1ment n "95""" 1 80 -m Pro 1 e 380 
96 1394 114 , 1394 
"1 97 1531 115 1531 , ; 
98 1537 116 1537 •• 
99 1544 117 1544 
too 1553 118 1553 -, 01 1566 119 1566 I •• 
102 1619 120 1619 
103 1636 121 1636 
-104 1650 122 1650 ) 
105 1653 123 1653 
~I 
106 1663 124 1663 -! 
107 1676 125 1676 I 
108 1755 126 1755 ~, 
109 1784 127 1784 
110 1825 128 1825 1 
III 1899 129 1899 ! .. 
112 1920 130 1920 
Tw~ end-of-files n 
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The Heade~ Record is the first record on the tape and contains 
3060 bytes (8 bits per byte). The record is zero filled except 
for those bytes listed in the followinqtable. The values" 
contained in the listed bytes are all constant except for bytes 
61 throllSh 63. The attached tape forr.lat contains identificaticn 
and descriptions for each byte. The description and format of the 





















































Each vi deo scan line is 504 bytes long; a 2-byte "record counter. a 70-byte 
ancillary block. and 392 byt~s of ground truth (two of the six subpixe\s for 
a 196 pixel scan line). It takes three video scan lines to complete one 







176 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALny 
Each video block will be the same number of bytes in length. If 
this ta?e contains ra~ d~ta the FeM s:,'nc ... ords associated "'i th 
the video data, if any, will be included, with the video data on 
this tape. If this tape contains processed data, no sync words 
will be present. 
. 
The ~rranqement of data for each pixel is shown in the following 
diasram. Data for subpixels land 2 for pixel 1 is found in 
bytes 73 and 74 of the first data record. Data record 2 and 3 
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----_.- - '--'- ---------------- - ..: I 
i [ ~ ....... ~.H.II/. ; ORIGINAL PAGE"iS' : . e.. 
. OF, POOR QUALf.TV' ' . '. [ IJPHa'/r:D ~:·;,:·~~Ct:. LI~T - 177 IH'C g /f?7 , .•. 
~ ~ ~ ~. ( ,~ «- ~ "- "-ct'" ~ ~ "- ~.<:) ."-~ ... ~ ~ ... ::." ... 'C". ~ ~ '>~ " ~ fc. ~. .::-.~ c,~ ¢~ ".«- ~ ~ ~.~ ~s I ..-:- ~ 
q.. ~.. ~,.", 
~ I . :ot-' ... ~. ... .;: '> c2'~ X' ~ ... ~ '>~ '>~ "- '> A ALFALFA· gO 115 I 140 165 190 215 I -:- CARLEY , 101 126 151 176 201 226 _t, . 
811 8EA/IS I 91 116 I 141 166 191 216 
I 
t I 
C . COR:1 . I 92 117 , 142 167 192 217,-, .. 
I I CN COnoa ' 111 I 136 161 186 211 236 
\.F.Y I I ! . FLAX I 103· T23 I 153 178 203 228 I I G GRASS ! 105 I 130 155 180, 205 230 
I I I H HAY ,106 131 ! 156 181 205 231 I lice IDLE COVER CROP !252 I I lies-C) IDLE CRIJPLAtal SiUC8LE i 251 I I I ! lIF IDLE CROPLf,:.D Fh'-LO',: 1,254 I I 
liRE IDLE CROFLA!lD RESiCUE : 253 I i -, I M MILLET 112 I 137 162 187 212 23i i ! h. ·~:O~I:rl;l US 241 I .. IIA f~~~,-AG ~ ..... 1 '_-..L (OJ . OATS 104 129 154 179 204 229 
'j 
T P PASTURE 107 132 I 157 163 207 
232 
J. PF PROalE!~ FIELD 80 I 0 RYE 102 127 152 I 177 202 227 r S8 SUGAR Ei:ETS . 98 123 148 173 198 223 
SF SArFLO;;ER 93 118 143 168 193 21S 
-1 SG SUD:.rl GR.~,SS 95 120 145 170 195 220 , 
•• SR SORmll;"l 96 121 146 170 196 221 
r SU SUtlFlO}:E~ 94 119 144 169 19·\ 219 
... ® SPRj~~G ~ii!EAT i 100 125 150 175 200 225 I 
1: SY SOYBE:.r:S I 97 . :. 122 ; 1 ~7 172 197 222 T TRtES 1108 133 158 183 208 233 • 
,. ~ C' TR TF.ETHCAlE 
1
109 134 159 184 209 234 
I " \'1: VOllmr,P'Y \,:HE.\T 110 135 160 ISS 210 235 •• W UI~:T~~~ ~:::£,.'r , 99 I,.' 149 174 1 ~9 22·~ , . I 
1. * IMlER 
, 
12!.O 
); I!:'~·:~ S 1 [ .... ii 2~O 
r: .~ .. ".~.~.", '.". I /':- .......... , /.. ,,' : - . 
• 
-
-r-9_-ts_e_!n_s ______ ~(B~t:~)~-I-I-6~~14-1--~1~6~6_+-1~9-1--~2~1~6~ __________________ l 
167 142 192 92 Corn (C) 117 217 
(SF) 118 143 168 193 218 
... 
- j, 
219 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
"., ft~~ft ~... ~ (SU) 169 144 119 194 SunflO1<:r 
.. 
UJrum I:h=at (D!~) 120 145 170 195 220 
-
96 Sor~hu'11 (SR) 121 146 171 196 221 'I " 
•• 
~97~~S~O~y~be~a~ns~--~(S-Y~)~-1~2~2~~14~7--~1-7-2~~19~7--+~2~22~4-______________ ~-
98 S~g~r 5eets (SB) 123 143 173 198 223 
'&\ !:~inter !~heat (.~.I) 1fz4', 149 174 199 224 
I 
J ! 
~oo Sprin'l !4heat (SW) 125 i 150 175 200 225 
1)1) S~rin~ Barley (ss)/(i26) 151 1(176) 201 ~ I I 
H)2 Rye (R) j 127 i 152 177 202 227 
1(13 Flax (FX) 128 \ IS3 178 203 228 ~.--#-----------~~--~~,~~~----~~~~~~~-----------------
lJ4 5?ring Oats (SO) 129! 154 179 204 229 
f 
i05 Fall Oats (FO) 130 155 180 205 2jO 
• ~IF~11 car1ey (FB) (i3j) 156 "Q8 i) 2C6 I (13i) 
-" -
• 107 Cotton (CU) 132 157 182 2C7 232 






109 .. 134 159 184 209 234 "1 L...;;.;;...+------t~~.-:.:.:._I_-_+.:..::.:.._I_..:..::..:._I_------- ! i r- . l 
11 () 







t":,H S::d~n lir ~ss • 
135 
(I-lL) 
,.Iii 1 et 
lEO 
.--
*Open - to be assi9ned as needed 
Pasture (P) - : I 
I 
; I 
















Attac~~£ht 2 to r.cf: 6"2-7665 
1979 Crop YNr Keys and Del ineatiorl Codes 
, 
• 
ORIGINAL PAGE \8 
Of pOpR QUAUTY 
, 
179 
Crop· Ha:- ... ~;t~j I I era:> Crep ,Type Crop Harvested Crop r.bandoned 
,Key , for Silt~~ 
~1falfa I AH 101 151 201 
~lJck..:"'€at BN 102 152 202 
Sarley , Bi< 103 153 203 
Clover i CL 104 154 204 
Corn 
, CR 105 IS~ 205 , 
Cotton , , CT" 106 156 . 206 i 
, Dry Bean 
, OS ]07 157 207 
D~ru.':I :iheat , DY 108 158 20e 
Flax I FX· 109 159 209 , 
. Hillet , ! 'L 110 160' 210 
03t5 , i OA 111 
, 
161 211 
, I Peanuts i i PE 112 162 212 Potatoes , PO 113 163 213 I Rice I ! RI 114 164 214 Rye , I RY 115 165 215 
Sugar Beets : S8 I 116 166 • 216 
S'Jgar Carle ! SC I 117 167 , 217 
Saff1o',o/~r i SF I 118 168 21S Soybeans i i SO 119 169 219 
Sorg~~", I 
i SR 120 170 
, 220 
Sunflo;,er I i SU 121 171 221 
,Spring ::hcat: ! SW 122 172 Z22 
Tobucco I T8 123 173 ,223 I Vegetables I VE 124 174 224 
'.Winter ~jhclt, , w;t 12S- 175 • 225 
Small Grains/Strip Fields 
--
126 176 226 
* I . 127 177 227 I I 
* 
I , 126 178 228 
Grasses I GS' 131 Other Hay OH i 132 
O,'chard/V i neyards on I 133 i " , 
Pasture I PA: 134 : Trees, TR 135 .. .. ", ," 
Water >"5 ac"es IIA' 136 
Non- Agr i cu It(,re XX' 140 .. .. 
Idle Land/fJ)lo~ IL I 231 
, 
, '. 
Pr~'lioui Year i - , 
Res iduc/St:ibb 1 e " .j 
.. 
R . 232 
.Ihed Crop i~ Field N 233 .. , 
Problem field 99 . - - , - . -
!lon-Inventorled land 255 " 
I , 
" ( I 
·O[len--to be ',ass i9n~d as 'nceded (th.ough code 130), "Other open cod~s' include 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
UNIVERSAL FORHAT TAPE HEAnER RECORD FORMAT (3060 Bytes) 
OR:C::INAL f> '''.'=it:: rg ., , 
OF POOR QUAUT( I i I 
CO!:"l'Z:ITS 
IJ.CIE ~IIDPF)! ••• )I 
xnxxx 
PnDDDIili:·~·ISSTK 









Co=putlng systeo id-EBCDIC 
6-clil:it unload tape n=ber 
WoW> (E3CI!lIC) 
Sensor id-~5C!lIC 
Date of this ta~e generation 
lIay or ::ont.h - Jlin .. ry 
)Ionth nu:ber - Binary 
'Year - la~t 2 d1gits - Binary 
~ Qissio~ n~.ber - Binary 
i .. S?S A 
J. - En'l'S II 
Site - Bina:y (sazple Ge~nt n~ber) 
:.\&uge 1-5000 
IJ ne - Bir.ary 
Jbul - Binary 
Orbit nu:ber or neV data - Binary 
~Qe ot ri~st scan in this job (rer ~C.~ 
thic 15 ~~e ti:.e of the cent~r sca~ o~ the 
':Eal';; $ce;:e cc;:t.e.ir.ing the s~:ple sel'-ent 
to the last ten seconds) 
~enths or secor.~s x 1000 - Binary 
Seconds - Binary 
Minutes - Binary 
Jlours - Binary 
l1q or tlont.h - Binary 
~th r.~ber - Binary 
Year - last. 2 digits - Binary 
~ds active in t.h~s Job. 1 bit per bL~d 
lett to r!;;):t. (:·:50 t.o LS3). Video <ie~~ 
al~ays &:pears i~ the order indicated 
here. 1 = ac~ive. 
Bands 1, 2. 3. 4 active 
Bands 5-64 not appllcable to LACIE 
Processins flab - rav data - Binf.ry 



























































2r.0-2t 7 , 
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ORIG!N~[ PM£ 19 181 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Eu:ber or bits in A picture ele=ent - Bin 
Udresl!; or start or video c!at ... sives loe." 
or stalt or video vithin sc&n - Binary 
Mdress of st"rt or first c&l.ibra.tio:l uea 
within the scu - Binary 
Jum~er or video elements pc: scan vithi~ 
& ainsle band - Binary • 
lIU:llber or cAlibration ele::le~ts in the fiut:. 
cAlibration area ~ithio the 6C&n in A 
ain&le b.~d - 3inary 
Pbysic&l. record si:e in bytes - Bina.r,r 
. Jluaber of bands per :;:h:,'sicAl record or data 
set startin6 ~itn the second record of the 
datA set - BieArY 
JlICber or i'nydc::;' records per scan l'er 
band - Binary_ Zero ~nless the ele~ts 
:p..r bud is greater than 3iC. 
~ber of records to cake A c~lete dAta 
set - l!i:lary. 
I.eD£th of ucillarJ block in bytes - Biner1 
Data order indicator - Binary 0 = vlc!eo 
ordered by br.nd 
Start pixel n~~er.n~ber of the f!rs~ 
''Pixel per scan cn th:'s tare referec.ed to 
the start of toe scan - Binary 
Stop pixel n~ber n~~cer or the last pixel 
per SCL~ on this taile referenced to ~e 
start or the SC&:l - Binary 
CoeffiCients end exponents-or-ten to linell.:'l;r 
translate ~ar~~eter val~es :rc~ ~; to 6~ 
'&cds ~o e~bir.eerins units. ~o b~~es ~er 
coetticie~~ or ex~o~er.~ ~ith each pair of 
bytes e"p~essed in sicr.ed binllr"J. (:·::;3. 
SiGn bit: 0=+, 1=-. {Re=&inins 15 bits 
straicht binery). 
AD coefficients for ba.nds 1-1. 
lands 5-G~ not appli~able to LAC!? 
.EO expc.neots of ten tor b'\Ilds 1-1. 
Bands 5-G~ r.ot Applicable to LACIt 
Al coe:ticie~t for band 1 













































ORIliiINAL PAGE 19 
OF·pOO~ QUAUT'I 
D!sCRr?':'ro~: 
At coefficient for band J 
. .' 
At coefficient ror band 4 
~ds 5-64 not ap~licable to LACIE 
El exponents or ten ror bands 1-4 
... 
Bands 5-6~ not a?~li:~~le to L~CIE v~ere 
for each b>.nd Y = U:g1neerir.; Units. C = 
Para:eter Value: I = A -10··:; + C*A 
*10":; 
Color code info~>.ticn - one byte ?er 
band in sn::e order as "c:han::el acti'/e on 
this ta~e" ir::iic:ator - Zinary. O. no 
color assiir~ent 
Scale racto~ - one byte per band in s&:e 
~rder as "cha.~:1el active on t.his te.pe" 
1Dd1cator - 5inary 0 = not active 
Orts~t constant - Binary 
Word si:e or te~~ratir.g co:puter. ~n!s is 
the s::allest ~~an~i~l in bits that the 
cocputer CILll Vl"1te on tape. 
Shortcs~ and lon!:est ',a::e-le:.gth of each 
band - EBCDIC. Eight b:,-tes per li::it, 16 
.1r/tes per band - mili r-ic:rons 
lIand 1 - EBCDIC 
lIand 2 - !ECDIC 
ll&.:ld 3 - nCD!C 
lIaad II - EBCDIC 
Eands 5-64 not ap~licable to LACIP - EBCDIC 
Xumber or data sets per physic&l record -
JI1Do.ry 
.Address of start of sec:ond calibration 
~~thin a scan - Binary 
.Xu=ber o~ c:alibratio:. el~~ents in the second 
c&l1bratinn area vithin the SC:&.:l in a-S1DLle 
bed - :Oinary 
Calibratio~ source indicator - Rinar.r 
1'111 ~e:o. 
. 
nucber or be~~s ~ the rirst ~ec~rd or tbe 
data set - ainary 
































































ORIGINIU': P .... :-::: ;:: 
'JF flOOR QUALITY 
pjxel ski? :-2.,·tor - the ~ulUlt1t:r to be 
to the n~b~r ~f the last pixel ?roeess 
.;lield the m:'-.ber o~ the next l>!.xc:l to b.o 
processed - ni~arI 
.1 .. Proc es 5 eve:y pixel 
183 
Sea: ski? ~e=tcr - the ~uentit:r to be &d~ 
to the r.~ber or the.lest SCL~ rrocesse: 
)"1cl~ the' ,,=l:~r of the next scan to be pro-
cessed - 3ir.ar/. 
1 .. Process every sean 
General infor:atio". In~or:ation in [ECOle 
8eDe:e::e~ -:'0 satisf;r user :,ec:.\!ire::.e~~s. 
CoDte~ts vi!l :e ~ic~e :or e&ch cse:- :nA 
. c1.epen':' :O~ 0:111' -en ~~e se:'!scr, tat eJ.so en 
.peci:r~ce.:iC':\s er the usez' tor \:!':== t'le tape 
1~ ge:.erated. E~es for ~hieh user s~eeifLL 
~o require~ents Vill contain till zeros. 
7111 zeros 
General £:.r.otation bJtc assignccnt :or.IR~S 
:.A.CIE. 
Peak sher?r.ess - DCDIC 
~oT.CAlize~ ;e~ to bac~-&round ratio - ZECDrc 
):&Dual reg:' stration flag 
o c: Auto=E.~!.C 
1 • )1uI~:r assisted 
Zero ri~ !!~; - Einerj· 
o .. ~e sL:,le se~e~t contains no zero till 
uta. 
.1" Part o~ the s~.,le se~ent COAtainS zero 
tID lia.ta 
Orbit n=:er rof referellce da.t& set - lIi11a:y 
(not useci = 0) 
.zero till 
Cloud cover - ili::ary - percent of 10Xll 1:1{ 
search area covered b~ clouds 
%ero till 
!RfS sce~~/~rL:~ id r.~~er ror re~erence ~at& 
set - E30:C - ;.DllDr.n:·:·:s (see bytes 2123-aJl 
~or content) 
Zero till 
~a& tn~1ca.ti::S v~e~h~r a refere~ce sce"e has 
~e"n used t,,=- r"G~stration - aill.ary 
o C hasn't bee" ~sed 
1 • has been \lse:! 




































A • D!TS nis!ion llu::ber 
ORIGINAl. PP.GE r~ 
Of POOR QUALriY 
lmD " De."/ n=ber re1 .. ~ive to 1aWlCh a~ time 
or observation 
lilt .. hour r.' ti::e 0:' observation 
Jr.( .. ~~te at tioe or observa~ion 
S • ~ens or s~eonds at ti:e 0:' observation 
Zero till 
·])ata ~ualit:r classirica~ioli 
o • aeeepte.!>le 
.1 .. =&111e.l 
. Center 01' s"-,::ple seEr''':: - =:3C!llC ri&bt 
Just1:ied and padded ~~tb zeros 
Lat.it.ude 
"Ji" .. Borth "s" = South 
Degrees - iDtegral 
H1nutes - inte&rcl. 
Longitude 
-En .. East. "W" = \lest 
Deuees - integral. 
MInutes - illtegrcl. 
lIaDd sync sta::.us - E!:':2.!"'Y - the nt.::lber o!' 
.lines f'or "ohicn s:."':'!.:: could :".?t. be r.a.ir.tair.ec. 






SIIu anGle - IDCDIC 
-SUN ~" - OCDIC 
.~ elevation - integral degrees IDC~rC 
.. -,AZ" - DeDIC 
SUD a%1llutb - integral. degrees - IDCDIC 
21ce and date or last ~?~ate to ~ontrollin& 
:Suron:ation - E3::~:;:C - 11lDD;;;'::·:·1 
Zero till 
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ORIGINAL Pi'G:':: iU 
lJ!St;i!!P-tiC:1 OF POOR Q'JALITY. 
..sun ansles e.re 2 byte bin&l")" 
SUn 4l1gle for !ISLa ch&llllels 1-11 
" Gun a:.&le for I\SEG ch&D:1els 5-8 
Sun ~&le for RSEG c:anne1s 9-12 
, 81111 en&le ror f,S:::C; che."'Ine1s 1:)-16 
"~t' acquisition date (characters) 
185 
," Jlver&&e soil greenness tor lst acquis1ti'n 
(b1nal")" n='cerl 
2Dd acquisition date or blanAS 
Jlverage soil &reeeness for 2nd acqu1si:i'~ 
.3rd acquisition ~ate or b1~s 
AVerage soil greennes, for Jrd acqu1s1tio~ 
~th acquisi~ion date or b1enks 
Average soil &reeeness l~r lith acqu1sit1cn 
Ceneral annota~!on byte assi~en:s tor 
the creer at ;SC 
'Ceneral O:I.o!a~io~ cyte assi&r~en:s tor the 
»roductio~ !1~ cc~ve~er 
'~1~ fac!ors and sc~~ic; fa:tors - si&=ed 
B1nat'Y. Four by-tes pe:- char:.el, ... ·here !'i:-s~ 
two bytes = bias ~ac~or; secc~~ t~o ~~es • 
sealing racto~. ~ch faete~ has L~ !=,lie~ 
4ecical ~oi~~ ~o ~~e le:~ or ~he !ea$~. 
signirica:lt. ciec:::al e!;;;i:. If :·:S3 '" 1 
t.he t.c!or is r.esat.i\"e, i~ the ~:sa • 0 







~ Ch&llllel J 
. --~. "- .. 
. !ias tactor " 
--- ..:.. 






























ORiGINAL PA~E IS' 
OF POOR QUALITY 
~-. 
_ ............... --,. .. -.•. , -;1 
".: 
. .... _ .. ------.. -._------
n! 1i!sc;!,~ 
~&S factor and scalinr, factors tor 
ch&Zlllels 5-16 ill l;he 5II.::Ie tonoat as above, 


















~BOO-2801 11110000 00000000 (l'acq) 
11111111 OOOOOCOO (2 acq) 
l1lll111 11110CCO (3 ecq) 










A1tltude in ceters - Binary 
Oround speed in H;:r/S'L.C - Bill&r1 
flea.. 'fy»e - 31n:u-, 
00000000 = F.a~ data 
00000001 = ~oothed data 
klpe or AEC ill degrees - B1 naQ' 
Ccera - 3in2.1")' 
00000000 = 10 /,:,j 
00000001 = 5 illch 
Input device - BinaQ' 
00000000 = 9-track 
00000001 = hiGh densit~ tape 
!l'runcation 
o ~ 2 lo~ order bits 
1 ~ 2 high oreer b'ts 
2 D 110 truncations 
Channels requested. 1 bit per channel -
:B1n&r1 
Ca~~els 1. 2. 3. " requested 
Channels 16-64 not applicable tor Unload 
Processi~g ~=de - ainaQ' 
00000000 = se~i2.l1y 
00000001 = concurrently 
Density ro~ eight saturated colors - t~o 
'b)'tes "er s;;.t.;reted color - Binary vhere 
first b;rte = 10''( intens i ty level 0: the 
ranGe; secor.d byte = high the rL~ge ot the 
1ntens1t~ level is 0 to 255 
~ed density ~ange 
Blue density range 
Oreen densi t~ ra.~ge 
}~&enta density range 
c,yan density ranGe 
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I JllTE: COIITE::"l'S DLSC!I!PT70:: ORICINAL PAGE IS - OF POOR ~UAUTY 2821-2622 ~te dens~t, range 
J' 2823-282lt Black density r~~ge 282~ . %0 be 5uPlIliecl by JSC rile proc~ssing fl~g 
o c Process this file I 1 a Sy~p th!s fl1e 2826-2813 0 lill uro 
I 281" 0 COlor select- - B~~r,y I 
.0 • lio color I I 1 .. Assigned color I , 
2 .. False color I I I 3 .. Saturated color 
2815 ,0 i Imase fo~at· - ai .. ary I I .1 -0 K Si"ble iuge I I i 1 • ~~~e~d images I 2·· Abu'; imag~s J 1 3 -Offset ima&es 
281G !6 :Repeat of pixels .. er acUi - Bin .... .,. 
I I 0" llone 1 i 1 .. 1 rel'eat 
I I 2 • 2 re;:ee.t.s J II • n re.,ea:s I 2811 '8 Jiepeat. of sca:> - Bina.r./' 
I , o .. 1I0!!e I i I 1 • 1 repeat I ·2 .. 2 repeats II • 11 repeat" I T 2818-2661 I I Partial scan - aina.r./' I ~ 2818-2619 '0 , Start pixel n~ber I , I I r.~ 2880-2881 )(1 , Stop pixel n~t~r 1 I 'I (It bytes 27ai-~e61 contain all .eros, I , I 1Ull scan is expected - 1I0t partial) f. i I 2882-2883 :0 I SCDsor sca:> rate in scans/second - Binar,y 
10 I 2864 ! PUel 5 be - lI1r.a:-r 
10 
I 
l' 2885-2886 I I AD&le of drift - Binar,y o- j I + 2885 I I 
- inteier de&rees I I 2866 
10 ! ~ • haction .. 2881-29ltO ! l"ill zeros I . 
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3.2.2 DATA SETS 
ORIGINAL PAGE " 
OF POOR QUALITY 
The data follows the Header Record and is arranqed in data sets • 
. A data set is defined as the ancillary data and all of the video 
data for one scan line for all active channels. Data sets are 
recorded in variable lenqth physical records containing a 
~aximum of 3000 bytes of information per record. Since 3000 by~es 
is not compatible with the word lenqth of all computers, the 
record includes a sufficient number of fill zero to ClaKe the rec.ore: 
divisible by 32, 36, 48, and 60 bits. However, the maximum 
length of the record may not exceed. 3060 bytes. If two are more 
records are needed for the data set, the data set will be divided. 
Under no condition will the data for a video channel begin in o~e 
record'and continue into another record. 
The first two bytes of each record will contain the number of t~e 
physical record within the video data set. This is for use in 
data sets that contain Clore than 3000 bytes and therefore require 
more than one physical record for recording. The ancillary blccit 
is the first bl~ck of a data set and follows the record counter. 
The length of the ancillary block is variable, with the number 
of bytes ~iveh in the header record. 
Bytes 7~ through N will be dependent on whether this job contai~s 
raw processed data (Byte 89 of the header record). The value 
of N will be given in bytes 105 and 106 of the header record and 
will always be greater: than or equal to 70. 
If this job contains raw data bytes 73 through N will contain the 
housekeeping data channel from the sensor, if one i~ available. 
Following the ancillary data in each data set will be the video 
data for the one channel for one scan. The video data for the 





































UNIVERSAL FORMAT TAPE ANCIllARY BLOCK FORMAT 
BYTE 
-
COIIT!:;"S • Jl!:SCRI PTIOK 
l.-68 o Zero rll.l 
69-70 Jlclat;1ve acaa 11.ne zlIeber 
OR!G!:tI\L \').: .. : :--: 
·-f OF. poon Q\J~LI' • 
--
-,-." -
." -... --~ 
------- -.--------"'<~ ... ~~ 
190 
• 
UNIVERSAL FORMAT SCAN LINE FORMAT (900 Bytes) 
ORIGINAL PAm:: IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
HEADtR 
• IRC 
mQb'~ ~olc: The nu:nbtr o! byl .. for .. ch 
~~ sol ",,11 b. L"e .. me in 
DATA SE;r 1 V~rlabl~ "\lm-
ho_ •• -...... l B 
IRC i . 0 . ; i 
0 , 
0 (DATA RU~ 1) 
IRC 
DATA :;£1' 6 (line 6) Vori-
. a~l. 1.",.111 
IRC 1 0 ! , , I 
0 I , i 1 0 , 
me; , 
DATA 5~T 1I7 (llno 117)-
_Eer 
~cEAO~il (DATA RUN 2) Or , 
J!EAOi:R 
i EOf 1 





'DATA StT fOil 1 ACQUISITIO~:. 
C CHANNELS, i 
. I : 
900 BY:ii:S/R£CORO i 
I i 
I I I ! 
, 
nch duo run. . 
Ofl."E S .... \IPu: SEG:':E:-;r 
A and B nc retrieved 1:om the into,c 
dat.. ba.e. 
1.= LSIMAGH;) • m~sle,:, hel-l~T 
!Sa LSI:':VnOR. I.S::.:CHAz.;. L.SL\!I.Al-iD. 
. Jm~6crr du~ 
I 
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ORIG!fI;.<lI. P;\c;: rs 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
(B) 3 
At\CILL';R Y SLeCK 
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